OZ Tableware are committed to new product developments in chafing fuel to ensure that you have the
best available products to meet your needs.

OZ HEAT LIQUID
CHAFING FUEL
The Original and The Best
Since 1994

RECYCLED CANS

NON SPILL & NON DRIP

CONTAINER STAYS COOL

The high quality tin plate used to manufacture our cans is made from recycled material

OZ HEAT’s design has a special fuel holding
reservoir. Should the container be turned
side on or knocked over, the fuel is caught in
the reservoir avoiding any spillage.

When alight, the container does not become
too hot to touch. Thus avoiding accidents,
burn injuries and time loss due to injury.

CANS CAN BE RECYCLED
The cans can be recycled as long as the wick
inside has been removed.

If left uncapped, OZ HEAT Buffet Fuel will not
evaporate like alcohol based fuels.

RECYCLED
PACKAGING

ODOURLESS
45˚

Our cartons are all made from Recycled
Material and can be recycled as long as they
are also put out for recycling.

VISIBLE FLAME
Flame burns with a blue/red tint making it
easily visible preventing accidents.

NON FLAMMABLE
OZ HEAT’s fuel formulation using Diethylene
Glycol means that the product is non
flammable making OZ HEAT the safest food
heating fuel alternative.

DOES NOT EVAPORATE

NO SPILL

EASY TO OPEN

RESEALABLE
& EASY TO OPEN
OZ HEAT has a plastic plug with a convenient
lever that is easy to open and re-seal making
it easier and more efficient than screw caps.

The fuel used is 100% odourless meaning that
there are no toxic smells competing with the
aroma of your food.

NO STORAGE OR
TRANSPORT RESTRICTIONS
Unlike flammable gel and alcohol based fuels
which must be stored in a special ‘Dangerous
Goods’ area, OZ HEAT Buffet Fuel is a non-hazardous food heating fuel allowing it to be
stored in any location cutting down your
insurance premium and freight costs.

ECONOMICAL 100%
FUEL USAGE
OZ HEAT’s efficient wick design can be re-lit
and used time and time again giving you
100% fuel usage preventing wastage and
giving you value for money.

REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE

AVAILABLE IN 2hr / 4hr / 5hr AND 6hr BURN TIME

Oz Heat 2hr - 24pcs or 75pcs/ carton
Oz Heat 4hr - 24pcs or 75pcs/ carton

1/26 Stanley Street
Peakhurst NSW 2210 Australia
T : 02 9584 1144 F : 02 9153 8391
W: oztableware.com
e: enquiries@oztableware.com

Oz Heat 5hr - 24pcs or 60pcs/ carton
Oz Heat 6hr - 24pcs or 60pcs/ carton

